BOOKS ON DEATH, DYING, & BEFORE/BEYOND (Compiled by Timothy Conway, Ph.D. --Revised 1999, 2006)

*** Scholarly, scientific, popular, parapsychological, and cross-cultural/anthropological works:


Atwater, P.M.H., Beyond the Light: What Isn’t Being Said about Near-Death Experience, NY: Carol, 1994 (by a survivor).


Bowman, Carol, Return From Heaven: Beloved Relatives Reincarnated Within Your Family, HarperCollins 2001; Children’s Past Lives: How Past Life Memories Affect Your Child, Bantam, 1998 (good popular works, especially for parents; with novel cases)

Brinkley, Dannion (with Paul Perry), Saved By the Light, Villard, 1994; At Peace In the Light, HarperCollins, 1995 (popular-level works by a NDE survivor who became highly psychic as a result of the “zapping” experience).


Doka, Kenneth, & J. Morgan (Eds.), Death & Spirituality, Baywood, 1993 (on different religions’ approaches to death/dying).


Journal of Regression Therapy (1986- ); published biannually by the Association for Past Life Research & Therapy, now renamed the International Association for Regression Research & Therapies, www.iarrt.org.


Death & Dying: Views from Many Cultures, Caring Relationship: The Dying & the Bereaved; Death, Dying, Transcending, Death & Ethnicity: A Psychocultural Study, & The Final Transition, Baywood Publ., 1993 (good mainstream textbooks).


Death: The Final Stage of Growth, Prentice-Hall, 1975; To Live Until We Say Goodbye, P-H, 1978 (important pioneer).


Lorimer, David, Survival? Body, Mind, & Death in the Light of Psychic Experience, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984 (by a leading “New Paradigm” British doctor; see also his earlier work, Whole in One, on the Near-Death Experience).


Morse, Melvin, MD, & Paul Perry, Closer to the Light, Villard, 1990 (on NDEs in children; excellent research methodology); and Transformed by the Light, Villard, 1992 (Morse, a pediatrician, argues scientifically for the validity of NDEs). Netherton, Morris, & N. Shiffrin, Past Lives Therapy, NY: William Morrow, 1978 (Netherton pioneered regression work).


Palmer, Greg, Death: The Trip of a Lifetime, HarperSF, 1993 (see also his PBS TV special on death across cultures).


Ring, Kenneth, Life At Death, NY: Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, 1980; Heading Toward Omega: In Search of the Meaning of the Near-Death Experience, Morrow, 1984; Lessons from the Light, Insight, 1998 (by a leading theorist on NDEs).

Sharp, Kimberly Clark, *After the Light*, Morrow, 1995 (by a prominent member of IANDS).


*** Buddhist, Hindu, Christian, Jewish, Spiritualist, Theosophical, New Age, Indigenous and psychic perspectives:***

Besant, Annie, *Death—And After?* Adyar, Madras: Theosophical Publ., 1972 (theosophical view; see also Besant’s colleague, C.W. Leadbeater, *The Other Side of Death, Scientifically Examined & Carefully Explained*, Theosophical Publ., 1961; and see works on death and afterlife by two prominent offshoot theosophists, Alice Bailey and Rudolf Steiner).


Maharshi, Ramana, *Be As You Are: The Teachings of Sri Ramana Maharshi* (David Godman, Ed.), London/Boston: Arkana, 1985. (See Ch. 18 on reincarnation & the illusion of separate selfhood) (by the most illustrious Vedanta sage of the 20th century).


---

---

*** Conservative or Fundamentalist (Anti-New-Age) Christian Approaches to Death, NDEs, Reincarnation, etc.


Groothuis, Douglas, *Deceived by the Light*, Harvest House, 1995 (by a fanatically anti-New Age Christian evangelist).


*** Skeptical and Pseudo-Skeptical / Reductionist Works:


--Note: Books published by Prometheus on post-mortem survival and other “paranormal” topics are flatly rejecting in their orientation, not truly skeptical (open-minded), but “pseudo-skeptical,” as skeptic Marcello Truzzi has charged. See also articles in professional and “skeptical” journals by Russell Noyes and Roy Kletti, Ronald Siegel, Michael Persinger, and Ernst Rodin.